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About This Game

WARNING: This is a text game and requires a lot of reading. Introducing the latest, proper interactive fiction game from
CoaguCo Industries.

Story 4 is now out and Story 1 is now free! The last story of the series has finally dropped. Follow Aloysius as he witnesses
the end of Marsch's tale, the beginning of Madelyn's, and finds out what really happened to Dr. Stansfield. Also, Story 1 is now

available, in full, for free. Click the demo button to get it!

You are about to uncover four twisted tales of misadventure surrounding people connected, in some way, by the late Dr. Cyrus
Stansfield's cloning machine. Within these stories you must face the ethical dilemmas and possible fortune while guiding each

character to their own end.

The story takes place in the city of Starkham; the same location as One Way To Die and The Dope Game, and features
recognizable places and characters spanning both games. Owners of previous games will get alternate story chunks unlocked as

well.

In the proper fashion of text adventures, the player starts a story and navigates by making decisions at certain times to move
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forward. Each decision has a variety of outcomes and consequences, many of which have randomized elements to them. Before
the start of each story, the player is given the opportunity to change various elements about the story, similar to Mad Libs. These

changes will move forward with each story as the player progresses.

The game comes with four stories which are released in episodic fashion:

Story One
The Addict follows the nephew of Dr. Stansfield, Marsch, after he gets out of rehab and inherits his uncle's mansion and lab.

Will he fall back to old habits and ruin this opportunity or will he take advantage of it and finally improve his life while
continuing the family legacy?

Story Two
The Doctor reveals exactly what happened to Dr. Stansfield leading to his nephew taking over. How did he die? Did he even

actually die at all?

Story Three
The Neighbor follows a little girl, Madelyn, who stumbles into the lab after it has been condemned following the nephew's

untimely mistakes. She also falls victim to the cloning machine and must not only clear her good name but stop her clone from
doing further damage.

Story Four
The Clone is about Aloysius, one of the clones who survives Marsch's failed experiment, who tries to make sense of everything

that happened since then as well as unravel the mystery of Dr. Stansfield's death.

The game launched with story one, The Addict, with the additional stories to follow as episodic updates.

The game also keeps track of various statistics, both personal and global, such as decisions made, random events encountered,
and wins/losses over games played. Progress on each story's branches is also kept so the player can use it to experience all the

different outcomes for each one, if they choose.

There are also a total of twenty-five achievements broken up among the stories, five each, as well as five global ones.
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Title: Raise Your Own Clone
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
CoaguCo Industries
Publisher:
CoaguCo Industries
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Either Intel or AMD, 1.6 GHz or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+ Capable

Sound Card: Depends on if you want to hear

English
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how in the hell do I lock on to targets, I mean wtf, you have to buy thrusters with credits that you can't get unless you play co op
cause it's too damn hard playing alone and you don't get credits to buy anything unles you finish the entire mission, yeah right
thirty targets, you spend thirty minutes playing this then you die cause you can't get away from enemy planes shooting at you
cause you don't have thrusters to fly fast enough to evade them. I understand the game is still in development, but damn can we
at least have a tutorial ? please ? for keyboard. The other thing is that the enemy planes fly very unrealistic, don't get me wrong I
like the game it just needs alot of work, it looks really good so far, it's just that it's very annoying because I can't figure out how
to play it properly, but for the price I still recommend it, I just hope the dev keep working on it.. I wouldn't exactly give this
game a thumb up, but on one hand... mimimalist and beautiful visuals and astonishing speed make it worth you time. Especially
since it only takes a couple of hours to finish.
On the other hand there are poor controls, which can ruin the game for you. So be aware and try ot out if you dare (:

PS: be aware that the last level makes you enrage. Pro:
Cheap
Good looking
Easy to learn
Alt-Enter full screen

Con:
you can't for now add your own sample/wav, this for me is a big CON
It be nice if I could export to .ogg, but that is not really a problem. Thin story, difficult, boring.. This was my first VR horror
experience, and as such I found it very discomforting while playing. I think this game is a good introduction into VR horror, it
shows some of the capability of the medium, without being too much for those unexperienced with it. It has a few jump scares,
an eerie atmosphere, and can instill a feeling of dread, of not wanting to continue down the path. I'm sure there are scarier VR
games out there, and this medium can grow exponentially more terrifying, but this game does have some strong introductions.
This makes the game definitely worth checking out. I originally downloaded the game from Viveport, and I believe it has the
2016 version, that crashed my computer, this version opened straight into what seems to almost be a completely different game,
I did not have a menu with 3 options like many I have seen online, but the version that opens works flawlessly in my plathrough
of it. If you'd like to see the game, my let's play is posted below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69sdeCUt6Dw
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First don't let the hours played fool you, steam said I was still playing after the game crashed and still said it after I got home
from work. I don't have any achivements I'm not a downrating troll either. I have only played 5 seconds, got to the end of the
hallway into that room then it crashed. Tried to play on my desktop and 2 laptops.

https://youtu.be/EZECEZtiwZY
I guess this is a game that from the amount of people that can't play it I can say I'm not "Alone" with this issue. The devs are
aware and I followed their advice before and after the 1.0.5 update and deleted my old thumbs down rating to allow them time
to look into it but after a month no fix so the thumbs down rating is back. Wait for the full release before buying this unless you
want to roll the dice on if you are going to be able to play this or not.. Alright, after not even 2 hours in i cant talk about what
happens after 50hours or more played obvisiously.

But, i definately can say this game is fun. Its a mix of RPG (ur getting quests and move on world map), Real time strategy
(while u cant control units anymore once spawned) and Card Game (ur collecting cards which u can summon in fights).

Its running very smooth, no server problems till now (at launch day!!).

The graphics are nice, i like em, while their kinda "cute" they still dont look outdated.

The Dev seems nice and tries to help you asap if u got problems.. This program is complete garbage, it keeps shutting down
right when I finally have something worth saving. Please do yourself a favor and download Inkscape, which is completely free
and blows this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 program completely out of the water.. What does a virgin say after her
first bj?. I loved this game
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